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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
Today, people are regularly carrying technology like smartphones and tablets.
In South Korea, as of 2012, more than 30 million people, 60% of population, possess
at least one smartphone (Joo & Sang, 2013). When I was teaching in South Korea, all
of my students had their own smartphones. Students brought their smart phones to
class and frequently checked them for updates. However, such devices are not
encouraged for use in a language classroom even though computer assistance in
language learning (CALL) or mobile assistance in language learning (MALL)
approaches have been shown to be effective in language teaching (Aizawa & Kiernan,
2004; Tsou, Wang, & Li, 2002). On average, South Korean students are spending
about four hours a day studying English. This is two times more than time they are
time spending studying for their majors (Park, 2014). Nevertheless, their English
proficiency remains relatively low. This raises a question: Can students use
smartphones for learning in language class instead of checking their Instagram or text
messages? Some students already use various apps to supplement their learning
(Altmann, Kim, & Ilon, 2013). However, many instructors do not employ
smartphones or such devices as a learning tool in class.
Research has suggested students have positive attitude toward using electronic
devices for learning (Altmann et al., 2013; Kennedy & Levy, 2005). My teaching
experience with elementary students and university students aligns with these results.
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For instance, when I taught TOEFL speaking to university students, I encouraged my
students to record their voices using their smartphones and then send it to me so that I
could give them personal feedback on things like expressions, intonation,
pronunciation, and overall fluency. Since class time was limited, it was almost
impossible for me to provide each student with personal feedback on their speaking
skills during the class. By using technology, I was able to check each student’s
speaking by listening to recorded files. The students gave me positive responses
regarding this activity. I also found elementary school students enjoy incorporating
technology in their language learning. While I was teaching elementary students at a
private English language institution, I recorded students’ speaking activities like role
playing and presentations via smartphone. Then, I showed those files to students and
their parents. Students were excited to be recorded. Despite my positive experiences
using technology, Robin (2008) notes, “When it comes to using technologies in a
classroom, many teachers still do not have a good grasp of how to use them in their
teaching” (p. 222). Robin’s observations highlight the difficulties many English
language teachers face in attempting to integrate technology into their teaching. Some
of the difficulties arise because teachers are intimidated by the idea of using
technology. On the other hand, some difficulties arise from not having access to
resources that explain how to integrate technology and suggestions for activities.
One way to incorporate devices such as smartphones and tablets in a language
classroom is digital storytelling. Digital storytelling is incorporating digital media “to
enrich and enhance the written or spoken story” (Frazel, 2010, p. 9). In other words,
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digital storytelling is adding music or pictures to a narrated or written story to make
the story more appealing to an audience. There are various types of digital storytelling
tools: podcasts, digital photo essays, ePortfolios, and so on. By simply using a
smartphone or tablet, a digital story can be easily created by students. On Google Play
and Apple App Store, there are a few applications, which are available for free, that
enable the user to create a digital story easily. Teachers and students can make digital
story in a class without any difficulty. Yet, not many language teachers incorporate
digital storytelling because of technical difficulties even though traditional
storytelling has been a tool in a language class for speaking activities “to share
cultural and personal information” (Fitzgibbon & Wilhelm, 1998, p. 21) such as
introducing their family, sharing their vacation experience, or talking about their
weekend plan.
Since a story is based on language, digital storytelling can be a powerful
language learning tool in a classroom. Pesola (as cited in Tsou et al., 2006) argues that
storytelling is “one of the most powerful tools for surrounding the young learner with
language” (p. 18). Digital storytelling can help students to practice speaking and
writing skills (Hur & Suh, 2012). To make a digital story, students have to write a
script and revise it several times. If they decide to include voiceover narrative in their
story, the students need to practice speaking before they record the narrative. They are
also required to check their pronunciation through the recorded file which could
generate self-feedback regarding their speaking skill. However, limited studies have
been conducted regarding using digital storytelling in a language class.
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Combining digital storytelling and language teaching has been recognized by
some scholars as an effective to facilitate language learning (Gregori-Signes, 2008;
Hur & Suh, 2012; Reinders, 2011). For instance, Reinder (2011) argues, “digital
storytelling is a compelling activity for the language class room” (p. 1). He also states
that it is also “a good way to motivate students to use language” (p. 1). Tsou et al.
(2006) suggest, “teachers can easily integrate cultural knowledge of English language”
(p. 27) through digital storytelling. Gregori-Signes (2008) proposes that making
digital story include several skills such as writing skill, presentation skill, technology
skill, interpersonal skill, or problem-solving skill. Despite all the advantages of digital
storytelling, not much research has been conducted on this subject, especially for
Korean university students. This might be caused by teachers’ anxiety on technology
knowledge, unaffordable technology tool (scanner, computer, video/audio recorder,
and etc.), and experiencing difficulties getting technical support from their school.
Nevertheless, I propose, EFL teachers of university students in South Korea need to
have a firm grasp on how to apply technology in their classrooms, specifically how to
adapt digital storytelling.
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this project is to suggest practical ways to incorporate digital
storytelling in the English classroom at the university level. To be specific, this project
provides curriculum which includes set of practical activities and free digital media
resources teachers can adapt. Using such devices for learning in a classroom will
increase the students’ motivation for learning (Hagood & Skinner, 2008; Reinders,
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2011). Each activity and lesson is focused on students being able to create their own
digital story. Student will select a topic for their digital story and each lesson outlines
how to develop the story using a step-by-step process.
The primary goal of this project is to provide teacher a curriculum that
incorporates digital storytelling to help students improve their overall English
proficiency. Teachers will develop an understanding of how to incorporate students’
personal electronic devices in their classrooms. Students will learn communicative
skill while they brainstorm a topic for their digital story, write and revise a script, and
record and edit their voiceover narrative.
Theoretical Framework
This project is based on three theoretical frameworks: (1) storytelling-based
learning and teaching (SBLT), (2) metacognitive learning, and (3) technological
pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK). SBLT is a combination of teaching
methods that based on storytelling. Metacognitive learning is learning through
thinking about the learning process. Students think about their learning process and
control their learning by themselves. TPACK is a teaching framework that combines
technology, pedagogy, and content knowledge, and it explains how each component is
interrelated.
Storytelling-Based Learning and Teaching
Kim (2013) proposes using storytelling-based learning and teaching (SBLT) in
language teaching. She argues SBLT is effective because it incorporates pre-task, task
and post-task, content-based activities, projects, and stimulation of multiple
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intelligences. In other words, depending on how a teacher plans a class, SBLT can be
based on task-based teaching, content-based teaching, project-based teaching, or
combination of more than one method.
For instance, when students are writing a script about their favorite thing, the
teacher distributes a handout which includes listening comprehension questions. Then,
the teacher plays an example of a digital story based on the same topic. This would be
a pre-task. The task would include students sharing their stories about their favorite
things and engaging in collaborative writing on the topic. As a post-task, the teacher
shows the script of the previously viewed digital story and discusses with students
what the differences and similarities are between an essay and script. Students would
then rewrite or edit their previous script.
However, digital storytelling also can be a content-based learning. For
example, a teacher requires students to make a digital story based on a phrasal verb.
Students would be required to conduct research on a few interesting phrasal verbs that
they can use in their daily conversations. Then, they create a digital story that includes
an explanation of the meaning of each phrasal verb and dialogue that uses the phrasal
verbs. An example script of a digital story about someone ends a romantic relationship
would be as follows.
Adam: Hey Carl. What’s up! How are you? How is your girlfriend? I
saw her yesterday in the cafeteria. She looked upset. Did you guys have
a fight?
Brian: (whispering) Hey, don’t mention her in front of him. He broke
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up with her a week ago
Carl: It’s alright. I am okay.
Kim (2013) warns, “SBLT is not one specified and detailed teaching method,
but rather an encompassing method” (p. 54). SBLT can be understood as employing
every method that enables students to create a story in language class so as to make
the class more interactive, informative, and enjoyable. Thus, in this project, suggested
activities or lesson plans will be incorporated with the most suitable teaching methods
to make the digital storytelling more interactive, informative, and enjoyable for
students.
Metacognitive Learning
Livingston (1997) states, “Metacognition is often simply defined as thinking
about thinking” (p. 3). This definition seems simple because it does not clearly
explain the term. On the other hand, Merriam-Webster online dictionary defines the
term as “awareness or analysis of one's own learning or thinking processes.” This
definition provides a much clearer idea. Metacognitive learning means that students
learn more effectively through the awareness of their own learning or learning process
while they are learning. Learning more effectively by setting a goal for their own
learning, monitoring their own comprehension, and evaluating their own learning
progress can be regarded as metacognitive learning (Livingston, 1997).
Anderson (2002) suggests metacognition consists of five components: (1)
planning for learning, (2) selecting and using learning strategies, (3) monitoring
strategy use, (4) orchestrating various strategies, and (5) evaluating strategy use and
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learning. The five components are:
Planning for learning. Students plan their own learning. Students think about
what they want to learn and achieve through learning. A teacher can help the
students own specific lessons goals.
Selecting and using learning strategies. Students self-select strategies. They
use particular strategies depending upon the situation. This means that
students are proactively thinking about their learning and making decisions.
Monitoring strategy. Students monitor their own use of strategies. By
monitoring their learning, students keep themselves focused on achieving their
learning goals.
Orchestrating various strategies. Students develop understanding that one
strategy does not work in every context or for everyone. Therefore, they
become consciously aware they must be able to adjust and reorganize by using
a variety of strategies. Evaluating strategy use and learning. Students
evaluate their learning while they are learning, In addition, they evaluate their
learning after they have completed a task, lesson, or unit.
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Robin (2008) states there was a need for a theoretical framework in the field of
digital storytelling and proposed to employ the technological pedagogical content
knowledge (TPACK) “to increase the effectiveness of technology as a tool in a
classroom environment” (p. 220). The framework was developed from Lee Shulman’s
construct of pedagogical content knowledge to integrate technology knowledge in the
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theory (as cited in Koehler & Mishra, 2009). TPACK consists of three main
knowledge components and interaction between and among them: technological
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and content knowledge. The other components,
generated from interaction between and among main bodies are technological
pedagogical knowledge, technological content knowledge, pedagogical content
knowledge and technological pedagogical content knowledge. How the different types
of knowledge combine together in the frame is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The TPACK framework and its knowledge (Koehler & Mishra, 2009)
Furthermore, specific explanations and examples of each type of knowledge is
presented.
Content knowledge. The definition of content knowledge is knowledge of the
subject matter being taught, including facts, concepts, theories, and nature of
inquiry in a given field. For example, if a teacher plans to teach past tense in
English class, ‘-ed’ form or irregular form of a vocabulary would be the
content knowledge.
Pedagogical knowledge. Knowledge about the processes, practices, and
methods of teaching is pedagogical knowledge. In language teaching, how the
students learns the target language can be pedagogical knowledge. For
instance, understanding how the total physical response (TPR) method works
in an English language class would be pedagogical knowledge.
Technology knowledge. Technology knowledge refers to one’s technological
skill, and the ability to integrate new technologies into teaching. Knowing how
to use iMovie to create a digital story or knowing how to create a PowerPoint
presentation are examples of technology knowledge.
Technological pedagogical knowledge. Technological pedagogical
knowledge can be understood as knowledge of the capabilities of various
technologies used in teaching, together with understanding how teaching and
learning can change with the use of new or certain technologies. For example,
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when a teacher decides to adapt audio-lingual method and PowerPoint, they
must know how to incorporate the PowerPoint in order to maximize the effects
of the method.
Technological content knowledge. Technological content knowledge is
knowledge about how technology and content influence and constrain one
another. When a teacher wants to teach listening (content) through a listening
file, the task cannot be accomplished if the speakers (technology) are not
available. In this case, technology constrains the content. On the other hand, if
a teacher decides to teach slang (content), Microsoft Word might not be an
appropriate technology tool because the program would mark slang as
misspelled, or ungrammatical. In this case, content constrains the technology.
Pedagogical content knowledge. Knowledge of pedagogy that is applicable
to the teaching of specific content is pedagogical content knowledge. For
example, to teach listening (content), a teacher should consider several method
or ways to teach the listening skill (pedagogy) that will be most beneficial for
the students.
Technological pedagogical content knowledge. Technological pedagogical
content knowledge can be defined as thoughtful interweaving of all three key
sources of knowledge: technology, pedagogy, and content. For example, when
a teacher is planning to teach pronunciation (content), the teacher can choose
to adapt cognitive method (pedagogy) by using a smartphone (technology).
Students would record a voice diary using the smartphone. Later, students
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would check their own pronunciation.
Significance of the Project
Incorporating digital storytelling in English language classes for South Korean
university students has not been explored in-depth This project provides knowledge
on how a teacher can apply digital storytelling in a South Korean university English
language class. By employing digital storytelling, teachers will be able to introduce
various content in the language class. The content could be related with students’
majors or any topic that would interest the students. This will expand the language
class to the next level. Another benefit of this project for the teachers is it will
increase their confidence with regard to the use of students’ personal electronic
devices in their classes because I will show them step-by-step how to embrace such
devices in their classrooms. Furthermore, I will also introduce powerful and
inexpensive or free applications that allow will novice users to become digital media
producers and editors (Robin, 2008).
Through making digital story, students will be empowered to control their own
language learning and evaluate their language improvement in vocabulary, writing,
speaking, and so on. Furthermore, they will learn a way to express themselves to
others and communicate with the world.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
The purpose of this project is to provide practical ways to employ a digital
storytelling in English class. Storytelling and using technology have been
incorporated in a language class. Storytelling is not a big, new, fancy word. It means
telling a story about something. The something could be anything. It could be a story
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about someone’s daily life, a memorable trip, or a special moment of their lives. Such
storytelling has been used in language classes by teachers to share cultural and
personal information (Fitzgibbon & Wilhelm, 1998). Using technology in language
teaching is also not a new method. Language teachers have been using cassette
players, overhead projectors, televisions, or even computers for decades. One of the
biggest misconceptions about using technology in a class might be that technology
means state-of-art technology and state-of-art technology is difficult to learn. Teachers
always overcome learning new technologies and find ways to use them in their classes
to make their classes more interesting.
This review of literature summarizes previous studies in regard to (1) language
learning and technology, (2) current technology and education in South Korea, and (3)
digital storytelling and language learning. In the first section, language learning and
technology, history of technology in language teaching and learning will be briefly
described in order to understand how teachers and researchers have attempted to
employ new technology in language teaching and learning. Furthermore, research on
effectiveness of using technology in language teaching and learning will be reviewed.
In the second section, currently employed technology in South Korea in language
teaching and learning will be reviewed. In the third section, research related to digital
storytelling and language learning is highlighted.
Language Learning and Technology
In the 1960s, the use of language laboratories was widespread. Such spreading
was based on researches from the 1920s to the 1960s. Those studies suggested that the
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use of phonographs, tape recorders and electronic devices were effective in language
learning and teaching (Salaberry, 2001). If the laboratory was not available, teachers
brought cassette players to classes. From the 1960s to the 1990s, as use of televisions
and VCRs increased, many researchers were interested in the effectiveness of use of
television, film, and video in language learning (Salaberry, 2001). Once televisions
and VCRs were installed in a classroom, teachers employed video and television to
teach language.
Incorporating computers in language teaching was also in progress in late 1960s.
Later, previous language laboratories were gradually replaced by drill-based
computer-assisted instruction (CAI) (Chinnery, 2006). Since most teachers followed a
behaviorist model and audio-lingual method in the 1960s and 1970s, the computer
programs were designed for drill and practice (Davies, Otto, & Rüschoff, 2012).
Warshauer and Healey (1998) defined this era as behavioristic CALL. As the
paradigm shifted from drill and kill to communicative language learning and teaching,
CALL also attempted to incorporate communicative approaches into their software.
(Jung, 2005; Warshauer & Healey, 1998) Warshauer and Healey (1998) asserted the
next stage of CALL was communicative CALL, from late 1970s to 1980s. On the
other hand, Bax (2003) identified this period, after behavioristic CALL, as open
CALL “since it is relatively open in all dimensions” (p. 20) compared to the previous
period. For instance, during behavioristic CALL period, feedback provided to students
was limited to correct or incorrect responses. During the open CALL period, feedback
was focused on not only correct or incorrect responses but also students’ linguistic
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skills development.
For future development in CALL, Bax (2003) asserted CALL should be
reached in normalization stage at some point. According to Bax, “Normalization
refers to the stage when the technology becomes invisible, embedded in everyday
practice and hence normalised” (p. 23) For instance, television used to be a new
technology in the 1950s. However, it is considered an older technology today.
There have been many attempts to incorporate technology in language learning.
Before the computer era, teachers might have brought their cassette players to class.
Some schools even established language laboratories for language learning. Teachers
also have used televisions and VCRs in their teaching. Currently, many teachers
incorporate computer technologies in their classes. At first, many teachers might have
felt overwhelmed at the prospect of using a computer. Nowadays, every teacher uses
computer technologies in some way. As hand-held electronic devices have become
common, teachers have found, and will find, creative ways to incorporate the
technology in their teaching until it normalised.
Recently, many studies have been conducted on using hand-held devices for
language learning. For example, Looi and Wong (2010) conducted two case studies
on authentic content creation and social meaning-making by using mobile devices.
Both studies were conducted in Singapore. In the first case study, mobile devices with
digital camera, wi-fi and internet accessibility, and text input function were provided
to students. Forty primary school students, who were 8 years old, participated in the
first case study. After the teacher presented six prepositions, students went outside of
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classroom to take pictures that illustrate the six prepositions. When they returned, they
shared their photos. A story worksheet, which had blank spaces, was given to each
student on MS Word. Students were asked to fill in the blanks with the six
prepositions. Furthermore, students needed to illustrate the story on mobile device
with animation tool called Sketchy. The researchers suggest that such activity using
hand-held device created more engagement in students’ learning. Later, the
researchers also interviewed with students and teachers. Both group provided positive
feedback regarding the activities and use of mobile devices. The teachers stated that
those activities aid the student to internalize and enhance the ability to apply the
preposition.
The second case study was conducted with 40 primary students, who were 11
years old. A mobile device was provided to each student. In this study, they completed
four activities. Activity one was in-class contextual idiom learning. Activity two was
out-of-class, contextual, independent sentence making. Activity three was out-ofclass, on-line peer learning. Activity four was in-class consolidation. The first activity
was a set of comical animation that could be viewed on a mobile device were shown
to students to present new idioms. Students were able to watch the animation through
the device anywhere and anytime. The second activity was similar to the previous
case study. Students took photos that could be associated with the idioms and made
sentences that contained the idioms. Then, they uploaded the pictures and sentences to
their wiki space. The third activity was commenting each other’s wiki space. The last
activity consolidated their learning. Through this second case study, the researchers
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found that such activities were promising for learning idioms.
Chang, Lan,, & Sung (2007) employed mobile devices to overcome weakness
of traditional collaborative EFL reading. Chang et al. conducted two studies: (1) a
study to verify the weakness of traditional collaborative EFL reading, and (2) to solve
the weaknesses by utilizing mobile technology. For the first study, 52 third grade
students participated. They were divided into two groups, experimental group and
control group. Collaborative reading was employed for the experimental group. On
the other hand, the control group learned reading through individual reading. All
reading activities were recorded and analyzed. The researchers were able to identify
several weaknesses in traditional collaborative reading. When a group leader were
busy helping other group mates, some were left to read the material individually. In
particular, medium-level group mates were frequently required to read by themselves
since the leaders were busy helping low-level group mates. Other weaknesses were
that some group leaders teased or ignored low-level students because of their slow
pace of learning.
The other study was conducted with a similar population. The control group
learned reading through collaborative reading. The experimental group received tablet
PCs to implement mobile-device-supported peer-assisted learning system (PALS).
The mobile-device-supported PALS was a system that provided students assistance
whenever they needed with their reading. The students were able to receive assistance
from their peers or teacher. In other words, students did not need to wait for their
group leaders or other group mates to help them. As a result, students could read own
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pace. The low and medium-level students showed a higher level of concentration on
reading tasks.

Current Technology and Education in South Korea
The mobile phone has been dramatically developed during the last decade.
Yamaguchi (as cited in Chinnery, 2006) stated, “A computer is better than a mobile
phone for handling various types of information such as visual, sound, and textual
information, but mobile phone is superior to a computer in portability” (p.13).
However, as of 2015, this statement is no longer correct. The capabilities of mobile
phones have developed significantly in the last nine years. They process various types
of information more quickly. Furthermore, their mobility and internet connectivity has
been greatly developed. Choi and Seo (2014) acknowledged, “The development of
mobile technology brought changes in education and its availability has made
learning possible anytime and anywhere” (p. 34) According to the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), South Korea was the first country
to reach 100% wireless penetration (as cited in Joo & Sang, 2013). This also includes
South Korean schools. South Korean students have 100% internet connection for their
learning (Meurant, 2010).
Jung (2012) conducted a survey and interviews to investigate university
perceive and employ smartphone for English language learning tool. Seventy-nine
college students majoring in English language and literature participated. Among the
participants, 10 students were interviewed. Statistical analysis of the questionnaire
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was conducted. The survey results indicated one of the most useful functions of a
smartphone to the participants were dictionary apps or apps to search for vocabularies.
The other function was watching CNN through smartphone. The students stated
strengths of using smartphones were: (1) Possible to use in anytime, and anywhere, (2)
Short booting time, (3) Various educational applications, (4) Various search ability,
and (5) Immediate connectivity to SNS. Most of the participants responded positively
regarding employing smartphone for language learning. Nevertheless, only 33.9% of
the participants had not used smartphone for their language learning. It is not as much
as the researcher expected. In conclusion, the researcher proposed there should be
more curricula and lessons that employing smartphone for language learning so that
students can use the smartphone for their learning.
Everyday South Korean university students bring their electronic devices to
class and use the devices for their learning. Altmann, Ilon, & Kim (2013) examined
use of smartphones as learning technology in a Korean university. They conducted
two different surveys and interviews. The first one was to find out how students
define learning app on a smartphone. Forty students participated in the first one. To
find out students’ definition, they asked student to select which of the apps they used
for their learning in their smartphone. If the students asked for definition of learning
apps, they were told that it was up to them to define what they considered to be an app
they used for learning. The second survey found out how many learning apps students
had and how often they used the apps for studying. For the second survey, 86 students
participated. The results showed that students had broad definitions regarding what a
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learning app was. However, the most popular apps for learning were dictionaries and
translators. The results of the second survey indicated heavy users of smartphones
tended to be those who used their phones as learning tools. However, based on the
survey results, all of the participants were using their smartphones frequently
throughout a week. The researchers concluded that the generation of smartphone
defines learning much more broadly and learning happens not only in a classroom but
also outside.
Choi and Seo (2014) investigated the effect of smartphone apps on Korean
middle school students’ achievement and satisfaction. One hundred and thirty-nine
middle school students were participated. They were all in the same middle school
and divided into four classes. Two classes were the experimental group and the other
two classes were the control group. Each group had advanced and elementary class
based on the results of a pretest. The students also took posttest and survey after six
weeks of instructions. The experimental group used a smartphone app, Speaking 200.
On the other hand, the control group were taught by handout which included the same
content as the app. Speaking 200 is a speaking app designed to enhance students’
speaking proficiency by learning and practicing 200 essential expressions. Result
showed significant differences between elementary classes than advanced classes.
Based on the survey, the participants provided positive responses on the use of an app
and its effectiveness in both levels. They concluded that employing smartphone apps
for language learning is more effective in lower level and the students are encouraged
to use a smartphone app for language learning outside of the classroom.
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Summary
Technology and language teaching improved together. Teachers and
researchers searched the ways to incorporate new technology in language teaching
until it normalized (Bax, 2003). The smartphone is the current technology that
teachers and researchers need to find ways to employ in language class. Jung (2012)
proposed there are needs for curriculums and lessons that incorporate smartphone in
English leaning. Without specific guidance, students might have difficulties to find
way to use smartphone for their learning. South Korean student are familiar with
using smartphone as a learning tool. Digital storytelling could be the way to
incorporating current technology in language class and a guideline for student to use
the smartphone for their English learning.
As it was shown through the research, Korean students had positive attitudes
regarding employing smartphone. Altmann et al. (2013) suggested that many of the
university students were using their smartphones for their learning. It might seem
contradictory considering the findings from Jung’s (2012) study that only 33.9% of
participants had used smartphones for their learning. Such contradictions can
addressed when considering different definitions of learning from each study. Jung
(2012) focused on English language learning and asked participants if they used their
smartphones for their language learning. On the other hand, Altmann et al. (2013)
investigated definitions of learning from their participant. Thus, their participants
shared broad definitions of learning. For instance, some of the participants considered
Google Maps a learning app because the participants ‘learned’ certain locations
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through the app. Therefore, it can be concluded that many Korean students are using
smartphones for their learning and familiar with it. However, not many of them are
using smartphones for their language learning even though they have positive
attitudes about the technology. Furthermore, as Choi and Seo (2014) suggested,
employing smartphones for language learning would be effective, especially for lower
level students.
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CHAPTER III
THE PROJECT AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
Description of the Project
This project includes a 10 week curriculum, lesson plans, and instructions on
how how to use digital storytelling apps in each lesson. The curriculum shows how
digital storytelling can be employed in a semester-long English language class. Each
lesson’s main activity is making a digital story. Each main activity is explained in the
each lesson plan. The instruction section provides step-by-step procedures on how to
use the apps in the lesson. The instruction section is for the teachers who are not
familiar with such apps.
The curriculum includes reading, listening, speaking, and writing lessons in
order to show that digital storytelling can be adapted to teach all four skills. However,
the main focus of the curriculum is to help target learners produce English: speaking
and writing. Target learners are high intermediate level university EFL students in
South Korea. Students will come to the class three times a week. Once in a week, the
class focuses on digital storytelling. Following lessons are for the classes that focuses
on digital storytelling. The lessons last for 80 minutes. At the end of the semester,
students are expected to create eight 3-5 minutes digital stories.
Since students focus on producing English, many of the digital storytelling
activities were designed for group work. While students are doing group work in
English, they would have more opportunities to develop their communicative skills
such as how to express themselves, negotiate with each other, and compromise. The
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students would develop their writing skills when they compose scripts. Such writing
would help the students to transform their declarative knowledge on grammar to
procedural knowledge. Furthermore, students would practice overall speaking fluency,
intonation, and pronunciation so that they can deliver their messages clearly.
In each week, students would create one 3-5 minute long digital story except for
their mid-term project and final project. It will take two weeks for students to create
the mid-term and final projects. Each lesson has similar structures even though it
might be slightly different depending on its topic: (1) viewing video clips or pictures
to introduce the day’s task or topic, (2) learning how to use apps to create a digital
story, (3) having discussions about a topic or brainstorming how to create their story,
(4) composing a script, (5) recording narration, and (6) creating a digital story through
apps.
Throughout the entire semester, students would use four apps to create their
digital story: (1) Animoto, (2) VivaVideo, (3) Best Voice Recorder, and (4) Toontastic.
Animoto is a website and an app that provides video creation service. It focuses on
making slideshow movies. It is easy to create a digital story through this website and
app. VivaVideo is another video creation app. VivaVideo provides video recording
function and more editing functions compared to Animoto. However, VivaVideo is
not as easy as Animoto to use to create a digital story. Best Voice Recorder is an app
for recording narration in MP3 format. Toontastic is an app to create cartoon
animation.
Development of the Project
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When I taught TOEFL to university students in South Korea, it was impossible
for me to assess each student’s speaking during the classroom since almost 20
students were in a class. To assess their speaking improvement, I asked students to
record their own speaking through a smartphone and send the file through the phone.
By employing smartphone in English teaching, I was able to provide feedback to each
student regarding their speaking improvement.
I questioned a few of the student regarding their recording procedure. Many of
them replied that they first wrote a script before recording. Then, they practiced
speaking before they started recording. However, many of them confessed they
recorded the narration several times until they made the final recording. They said that
when they practiced by themselves without recording, they thought their speaking was
ready to be recorded and good enough to send me. However, once they listened to
their recording, they felt embarrassed since they found their speaking was not as good
as they thought. It led me to think that asking students to record their own speaking
can be a great metacognitive learning in language education.
While I was taking a digital storytelling courses at University of San Francisco,
I realized that digital storytelling could be a great way to encourage students to record
their own speaking. Until I took the course, I was only focusing on recording speaking
rather than making students’ speaking more fun. One problem that I faced when I let
the students record their speaking was that it might lack a sense of fun. Adding
pictures and music to students’ speaking can make the recording more fun.
When I started to design the project, I had to consider how teachers might
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easily employ the digital storytelling in their class. The apps for making digital story
should be easy enough for both teachers and students to teach and learn. If an app is
too complicated for teachers, they will be less willing to employ digital storytelling.
Furthermore, teachers and students should not spend too much time on learning new
technology since they are teaching English and not computer science. Thus, I selected
free easy apps: Animoto, VivaVideo, Best Voice Recorder, and Toontastic.
I needed to decide how to present example lessons so that a teacher could adapt
the lessons to employ digital storytelling in their English class. Digital storytelling is a
fairly new field. There are not many language classes or papers on how to incorporate
digital storytelling in language classes. From my previous experience in South Korea,
I learned that there should be a curriculum and lessons plans for teacher to adapt.
Once, I worked in private English language institution. The institution had handbooks
that teachers had to follow in order to teach at the institution. The handbooks included
curricula, lesson plans and possible activities that teachers could adapt. Thus, I
decided to create a semester-long curriculum and lesson plans focused on digital
storytelling so that other teachers can adapt digital storytelling in their classes.
Furthermore, I decided to demonstrate that digital storytelling can be employed not
only to teach speaking and writing skills but also reading and listening skills.
I had to think how to provide instructions for the apps in this project. Even
though I chose the apps that could be easily learned, still, there should be instructions
on how teachers can use the apps. I needed to decide what functions of the apps I
needed to show through this project since each app has so many functions. Thus, I
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personally went step-by-step to make digital stories through each app. It gave me
ideas which functions are essential for creating a digital story through the apps. I also
thought it would be great to provide instruction step by step as I went through with
those apps. I step by step took screen shots and marked with red to provide
instructions.

The Project
Weeks

week1

Title

Introducing

Content

Technology

 Introducing oneself through digital

Animoto
https://animoto.
com

story. (2 min - 3min)
Best Voice
Recorder

Week2

How I
learned
English

Animoto
 Making digital story regarding how https://animoto.
com
they learned English and their
learning goal. (2min – 3min)

Best Voice
Recorder

 Delivering a news as if the student
week3

Delivering
News

is a news anchor
(2min – 3min)

Viva Video
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week4

week5

Reading
Summary

 Summarizing reading through

How to
Exploit
School
Facilities (1)

 As a group, students make digital

Toontastic

digital storytelling

story which introducing their
school facility to international

Vivavideo

student
 <Midterm Project> (3-5mn)

week6

How to
Exploit
School
Facilities (2)

 As a group, students make digital
story which introducing their
school facility to international

Vivavideo

student
 <Midterm Project> (3-5mn)

Listening

 Summarizing news through digital
Toontastic

week7
summary

week8

week9

Mock
Interview

storytelling

 As a partner, they interview each
Vivavideo
other.

VivaVideo

Introducing
culture (1)

 As a group, students make digital
story introducing their culture such
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as their body language, politeness
expressions, or history
<Final Project> (3-5mn)

 As a group, students make digital
week10

Introducing
culture (2)

story introducing their culture such
as their body language, politeness
expressions, or history
<Final Project> (3-5mn)

VivaVideo
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Lesson One
Time required
80 minutes
Objectives
Student will be able to…
•

Introduce themselves in English.

•

Write down script for their induction to public.

•

Record their narration through a smartphone.

•

Create digital story through website Animoto.

Required Device & apps / websites
•

Computer, projector, and usb to HTML connector for instructor

•

Computer for each students (computer lab)

•

Smartphone for each students

•

Animoto websites, Best Voice Recorder

Main activity
Students introduce themselves through digital storytelling. Students will decide
what factors should be included for their introduction such as name, hobby, and
favorite book. Individually, they write down script for the digital storytelling and
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practice narration with partners. The partners provide feedback. Then, they record
their own narration through Best Voice Recorder and make their digital story through
Animoto.
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Title

Content

software/

Interac

apps

-tion

Website.

T -> Ss

Animoto

T->Ss

Time

 Teacher introduce digital
storytelling by showing an
example digital story.
10

Introduction
 Teacher explains what the
student will do at the end of the

min

class (making digital story that
introduce themselves to others)

 Teacher demonstrate how to
Introducing

record narration through Best

Animoto &

Voice Recorder

Best Voice
Recorder

 Teacher, step by step,

15

demonstrate how to make digital min
story through Animoto.
 Teacher asks students what they

T <->

want to include in their
Introducing
oneself to

Ss

introduction such as name,
hobbies, where they are from,
and so on.

each other
 Student are paired in a partner,
and introducing themselves to
each other while trying to

5 min
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include the factors that they
discussed previously.

S<->S

 Based on previous activity, each
students write down the script
that they will use to record their
Writing

first digital story.

15

S<->T

down script
 Teacher walk around the

min

classroom and help the student
to write the script
 With different partner student

S<->S

practice their speaking based on
Practicing
for
recording

their script.

 Students provide feedback to
each other.

10
min

 Teacher walks around and

T<->S

provide feedback to students
Recording
Narration

 Students start to record their
first digital story through Best

10

Best Voice

Min

Recorder

Voice Recorder.
Making

 Students make their digital story.
Animoto

digital story

 Teacher walks around and

15
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provide feedback and technical

Min

support to students

 Student will finish making their
Assignment

first digital story and send the

Animoto

link to teacher or upload to
classroom web page.

Instructions
Animoto
Animoto is a website that provides video creation service. A user can easily
make their own video or photo slide show with a music through the website. It also
has its app version for both android and apple. The website provides free trial account
for any one, unlimited videos for educators, and various premade templets.
Furthermore, their user interface so intuitive that any user, even those who are not
familiar with computer technology, can easily add pictures, videos, and music into
their video. Animoto also provide apps for android and apple. It might be good idea to
use the apps instead of the website if a teacher or an institution cannot afford a
computer lap for the students. For the first lesson, website version would be explained.
However, Animoto has few drawbacks. Students would be only able to get
free trial account for certain amount of time even though it would be enough time for
a semester. Another drawback is that a logo of Animoto would be showed up in the
middle of the video if a user has free trial account. Although the logo is blur, it might
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irritating if a user is sensitive.
Following is step by step the instructions to make video clip through Animoto.
Red boxes indicate buttons or places that is being explained in the instruction.
Step 1. Creating account & Dashboard
(1) Animoto is providing free trial account. A user can login through their
Facebook account.
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(2) For instructors, to get unlimited video service for educators, go to
https://animoto.com/education/classroom
Click on ‘APPLY NOW’, and fill out the information.
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(3) When a user initially logs in, the dashboard would show 3 steps to create a
new video: 1) Select a style, 2) Add photos, video, and music, and 3) Produce
and share. After the initial login, a user can check videos that they are working
on or already have made on the dashboard.
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Step 2. Staring creation & Selecting a style
(1) To create new video, click on ‘CREATE’ in upper right corner of the
dashboard.

(2) Once a user clicks the ‘CREATES’ button, it would let the user select a style.
Animoto provide many premade styles. A style is how the pictures slide show
or videos would be presented. If a user place their mouse on a style or click on
a style, the preview of the style would be shown.
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Step 3. Adding pictures, videos, and text
(1) Once a user selects a style, they would enter work station. On the left side,
there are menus that the user can easily add pictures & videos, or text. The
other way to add pictures & videos is to click on ‘+’ icon.
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(2) To add a pictures or videos click on ‘Add pics & vids’ on the menu or
icon.

(3) Once a user clicks the add pics & vids, there are three options to add them: 1)
upload from your computer, 2) upload from websites such as Facebook,
Instagram, and Dropbox, and 3) library of Animoto
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(4) To add text, click on ‘Add text’ on the menu or

(5) Type the text you want to add.

Step 4. Selecting s music or a narration file

icon.
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(1) To add or change music, click on upper part of the work space.

(2) There are two way to change the music: 1) upload from the library of
Animoto, and 2) upload from your computer. However, to upload students’
narration, the students need to upload from their computer. Following link
is video tutorial for uploading students’ narration.
https://animoto.com/blog/business/voice-overs-business-video-slideshows/
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Step 5. Preview, Producing & Sharing
(1) Once a user finished uploading pics & vids, and selecting music, click preview
to check progress.

(2) If a user clicked preview, a user can 1) name the video, 2) write description,
and 3) produce.

(3) A user can share the finished video through internet or download to their own
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computer. Students can sent an email to their teacher or upload link to class
websites.

Best Voice Recorder
There are a few reasons to use another apps for voice recording instead of
preinstalled voice recording apps within the smartphone. The preinstalled apps often
do not save the recorded file as mp3. The file format is differ by smartphone
manufacturer. Those formats, which the manufacturer are providing, are hard to add
into a video. Mp3 format is one of the easiest file format to add into video clip for a
digital story. The preinstalled apps usually do not have function of sharing or
uploading to webhard such as Cloud, Dropbox, or OneDrive. On the other hands,
many of the recording apps on google play or apple store supporting easy sharing and
uploading.
Best Voice Recorder is a voice recording app for android. This app is preset to
save the file as mp3. Its preset sound quality is good enough for creating digital story.
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It supporting easy sharing and uploading.
up
A user can just tap recording button to
record and sharing without worrying about file format, or sound quality. Following is
step by step instruction for Best Voice Recorder. Red boxes indicates the buttons that
are being explained.
Following is step by step the instruction how to make mp3 file for narration
through Best Voice Recorder.
Recorder. Red boxes indicate buttons or places that is being
explained in the instruction.
Step 1. Installing & Recording
(1) Install the Best Voice Recorder app from google play.

(2) This is the starting screen. On the bottom of the screen, there are three buttons:
1) Recoding, 2) Play, and 3) List of recorded files.
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(3) To record narration, simply tap the recording button. Once the
th recording is
started, the shape of the recording button would change and the timer on the
screen would start. To finish recording, tap the recording button again.

Step 2. Checking the recorded file
(1) After finishing recording, a user can check their recording by pressing play
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button. Once the recording is finished,
fi shed, color of the play button should change
to green. By tapp
apping
ing play button, a user is only available to check the
recording file which has been just finished. To check the previously recorded
files, a user need to go to list.

Step 3. Checking files in the list & Naming file
(1) To check previously recorded files, tap the list button. List of the files would
be displayed. Tap a file to listen.
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(2) To name a file, which is not required, select a file and tap the pencil icon on
the bottom of the screen. Then type new name.

Step 4. Sharing a file
(1) To share a file, tap the sharing button on the lower right corner of the screen. A
user can share a file through any web hard or email.
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Lesson two
Time required
80 minutes
Objectives
Student will be able to…
•

Share others how they learned English and their learning strategies.

•

Learn learning strategies from each other.

•

Create digital story through smartphone app Animoto.

Required Device & apps / websites
•

Computer, projector, and usb to HTML connector for instructor

•

Smartphone for each students

•

Animoto app version

Main Activity
Student make digital story regarding how they learned English and learning
strategy that they have used. Students share their learning experience and strategies in
a group. Based on the sharing, they write down their own script. With partners, they
practice their narration and provide feedback to each other. Then, record their
narration and make digital story through smartphone.
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software/ Interac
Title

Content

Time
apps

-tion

Website.

T -> Ss

Animoto

T->Ss

 Teacher shares teacher own
learning strategies that actually
used when they learn English
Introduction  Teacher explains what the student
will do at the end of the class
(making digital story that sharing

10
min

their learning experience and
strategies.)
Introducing
Animoto
app version
Sharing
learning
strategies

 Teacher, step by step,
demonstrate how to make digital
story through Animoto app.

 As a group of three, students
sharing their learn English and
learnin strategies.

10
min

10
S<->Ss
min

 Based on previous activity, each
students write down the script
that they will use to record their
Writing

digital story.
S<->T

down script

 As a group, students provides
feedback to each other.

 Teacher walk around the

15
min
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classroom and help the student to
write the script
 With different partner student
practice their speaking based on
Practicing

S<->S

their script.
10

for
recording

 Students provide feedback to
each other.

min

 Teacher walks around and
T<->S

provide feedback to students
 Students record their own
Recording

Best

narration in the classroom.

narration

10

Voice

Min

Recorder

 Teacher walks around and
provide feedback and technical
support to students
 Students make their digital story
through smartphone
Animoto

Making
15
digital story

 Teacher walks around and
provide feedback and technical
support to students
 Student will finish making their

Assignment

digital story and send the link to
teacher or upload to classroom

app
min
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web page.
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Instructions
Animoto app version
Strength of Animoto app version is that a teacher or an institution does not need
computer lap for digital story making class. Students can easily make their digital
story only by using their smartphone. They do not need to transfer or upload recorded
file as they did in web version. App version is providing more intuitive user interface
which means it is easier than web version.
However, there are drawbacks with app version. One of the drawbacks of the
app version is that if a user has many picture, video, or mp3 files in their smartphone,
it is not easy to find picture, video, or recorded file. The other drawback is that
checking the various styles is hard in app version because of its limited size of screen.
Only three of the styles are able to be shown from various styles on the screen. A user
needs to scroll down a lot to check all the styles. Animoto app version is available for
both android and apple. However, since majority of South Korean students are using
android phone, following step-by-step instructions are based on android app version.
Step 1. Installing app & starting.
(1) The app is available at google play. Search Animoto and install the app. Once
a user starts the app, the user can either login, or create a video right away
without login.
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Step 2. Selecting style
(1) Once a user taps create button, creation screen would be showed up. On the
creation screen creating steps are explained.
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(2) To select style tap
t the pencil icon on the top. Then, tap ‘Change Style’.
S

(3) To check styles,
styles scroll down. Only three of the styles are shown on the screen
yet it provides many styles that users can use.
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(4) To see preview of a style, tap the play button next to the name of a style. The
preview will be played in full screen.

(5) To select a style, tap picture part of the style, then check icon will be appeared
on the top. Tap
ap the check icon on the upper left corner to select.
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Step 3. Selecting recorded file
(1) To adding recorded file tap the pencil icon and select ‘Change Song’

(2) To find recorded file, tap ‘My Music’ on the top. Then, go to <unknown>.
Scroll down to find ‘Recorders’. Under the ‘Recorders’ there would be the
recorded file. Finding recorded file in app version might more complicate than
pc version. Because of its searching interface.
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(3) To check a file if it is the right one, tap the play icon on the left side of the file
name. Then, the
he play icon would change its shape, and a user can hear the
sound.

(4) If the file is the right one, tap the file nameand tap the check icon on the upper
left corner. Check icon would be appear once a user taps
t
the file name.
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Step 4. Adding photo and videos
(1) To add photo and videos, tap the pencil icon, and select ‘Add Photos & Videos’

(2) To find photos and videos, a user needs to scroll to the side. Upper part of the
screen shows its folder name. A user needs to scroll to the side to find the
folder which includes targeted photos or videos.
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(3) Once a user
ser finds pictures and videos, the user need to tap the pictures,
p
and tap
the check icon to add the pictures and videos.

(4) Added pictures and videos would be displayed on initial screen as follow. The
order of pictures and videos can be easily by touch and drag.
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(5) While adding pictures and videos, a user can take a picture to add in the slide.
To take picture, touch the camera icon on upper right corner. Then, choose the
camera app to take picture.

(6) After taking picture, touch ‘SAVE’ button at the lower part of the screen.
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Step 5. Adding text
(1) To add text, touch the pencil icon. Then, touch ‘Add Text’

(2) Type in text. Then, touch ‘Done’ button on upper right corner.
corner For title text, it
provides 40 letter space and 50 space for subtitle.
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Step 6. Produce and Sharing
(1) After finishing all the adding and arranging, touch preview button on upper
right corner.

(2) Type in the title of the video.
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(3) If the preview is satisfying, press the produce button on the upper right corner.

(4) Once the producing is over, a user can check their videos on main page.
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(5) To share or down load, touch the video clip and choose.

(6) The videos are able to share via various web hard drives or email.

Lesson three
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Time required
80 minutes
Objectives
Student will be able to…
•

Summarize news.

•

Take notea on what they are watching.

•

Retell a story based on their note.

•

Create digital story through VivaVideo.

Required Device & apps / websites
•

Computer, projector, and usb to HTML connector for instructor

•

Smartphone for each students

•

E!, CNN, YouTube

•

VivaVideo

Main Activity
Through digital story, students redeliver news as if they were a news anchors
based on what they watched in the class. Teacher shows class three news clips from
E!, CNN, YouTube. Students take note and discuss, as a group of three, what the news
is about. As a group, they summarize the news and write down news script to
redeliver the news. Each student takes turn to deliver the news and record the video
through VivaVideo. They edit the video clip together and share it with whole
classmates.
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software/ InteracTitle

Content

Time
apps

tion
T -> Ss

 Teacher show short news video

Youtube

clip that conveys current issues.

CNN

Intro
 Teacher asks students what was
the news about.

10
E!
min

Ss->T

 Students discuss on how the
anchors language was different
Short

from usual speaking

S <-> S
5 min

discussion
 Teacher asks students what they

Ss ->T

discussed

 Teacher, step by step,
demonstrate how to make digital
story through VivaVideo app.

 Teacher explain what the
Introducing
VivaVideo

students will do with VivaVideo.

10

(Students watch three news clips min
and take notes for summary.
Then, student record themselves
redeliver the news based on
their note as if they were a news
anchor)

Viva
Video

T->Ss
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Youtube
Watching
News clips

 Students watches three news
clips while taking note

10
CNN
min
E!

 As a groups of three, students
Discussion

discuss what three of the news

5 min

Ss<->Ss

10

S<->S

was about.
Writing
script for
redelivering
news

 As a group, students work on
news script.

 Teacher walks around and

min
T<->S

provide feedback to students
 As a group, students practice the
narration and provide feedback

Ss<->Ss

each other regarding each
Practicing
narration

other’s speech speed, intonation,

10

fluency, tone of voice, and etc.
min
T<->S
 Teacher check the students
speech and provide feedback

Recording

 As a group, students record
video redelivering news.
Viva

News via
VivaVideo

 Each student takes turn to
redeliver one of the news.

Video
20

Ss<->Ss
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 Teacher walks around and
provide feedback.

Min
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Instructions
VivaVideo
VivaVideo is one of the most convenient smartphone app for video editing and
recording. It is free and providing many convenient functions, such intuitive editing,
various effects, and one touch recording & clipping. In fact, it has both pro version
and free version. The free version does not require a user to sign up. The free version
basically providing every function that students need for their digital story.
VivaVideo providing both photo slide movie and recording new video. The
photo slide movie function of VivaVideo is comparable to that of Animoto. It provides
more convenient user interface in finding pictures and recorded files than Animoto.
However, VivaVideo does not providing premade styles as many as Animoto. Its one
touch recoding & clipping function enable editing so convenient that even a user who
is tech novice can edit their video easily. One drawback of this app is lack of tutorial
at the initial use. Although its user interface is intuitive, some of the buttons might not
be clear to first user.
VivaVideo app is available for both android and apple. However, since majority
of South Korean students are having android phone, following step by step instruction
is based on android app version. Furthermore, not all the functions of the VivaVideo
are demonstrated in this section. Only functions that would be required in this lesson
are presented in following instruction.
Step 1. Installing and Starting
(1) On Google Play, VivaVideo is available as free. At the starting menu, there are
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six menus:: Capture, Photo Movie, Edit, Collage, Studio, and Materials. The
‘Capture’ is the recording function. ‘Photo Movie’ is making photo slide show
function. ‘Edit’ is a mode that enable a user to add previously
usly video clips that
was recorded by other camera apps to their new video clip.
clip ‘Collage’ is a
function that a user can place two different video clips in one scene. ‘Studio’ is
where a user can check video clips that they are working on or have
hav finished.
‘Material’ is where a user can download more effects for video clip. In this
lesson students are only required to use ‘Capture’, and ‘Studio’. Thus,
following step only covers ‘Capture’ and ‘Studio’ menu.
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Step 2. Recording
(1) To start new recoding, touch ‘Capture’ on the main menu.

(2) The camera recoding screen would be shown. Under the camera screen there
is orange color button. The button the record button. Touch and hold the
record button to record.
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(3) While a user is holding the record button, the video is being recorded.
reco
Once
the user takes their hand off from the button, the recording would stop. On top
of the screen, recording time will be presented.
p

(4) Once the user takes their hand off from the button, new number would present
next to the time, which is in a square box.
box The number is clip number. It
indicates how many scenes were taken.
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(5) If the holding a button is inconvenient, a user can change it to auto mode.
Touch the setting button, and then touch the auto button. Once
nce the auto mode
is set, the record button would change. However, holding button for recording
might be more fun for students.

ther setting that might be needed to students is flash.
sh. Go to setting menu
(6) Another
and touch the lightening icon for flash.
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(7) To review the recording,
recording, touch the check icon on upper right corner. It would
lead to review page. After reviewing, user can go back to recording section by
touch back button on the upper left corner.

Step 3. Editing
(1) Once the recording is finished, next step would be editing. In the review page,
touch editing button to edit. A user would see new icons under the editing icon.
Among many editing functions, this project focuses on clip edit and text.
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(2) ‘Clip edit’ is the editing mode for modifying scenes such as trim, copy and
paste. To make such adjustment, touch clip edit.

(3) In the clip edit mode, a user can see 4 icons in lower part of screen. The first
icon is trimming. The second one is dividing one clip into two clips. The third
one is duplicating a clip. The last one is adjusting speed of clip. However, the
most useful function in the clip edit is the trimming, the first icon. In this
instruction only trimming is explained since other clip editing function are not
necessary for students’ digital story.
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(4) To trim a clip, select a clip on the bottom. Then, touch first icon.

(5) The clip would be spread out on the middle
middle of the screen. Move bars
bar to trim
the clip. Only highlighted
highlight part of the clip would be played in the video. This
function could be used to trim out starting part of recoding. When students
record, in many cases, there are acquired pause or interrupting sound such as
‘action’, ‘start’, or ‘go’ in the first part of a clip. Once the trimming is finished,
touch OK.
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Step 4. Adding Text
(1) On review screen, touch edit. Then, touch ‘text’ icon.

(2) In the text editing screen, drag scenes and find a scene where the text would be
added. Place the scene on the white bar. Touch
Touch the ‘Add’ button on the bottom.
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(3) Touch the speech bubble and type in new text.

(4) If a user touch the speech bubble and drag, the user can relocate the speech
bubble. If a use touch orange icon on the corner of the speech bubble, the
speech bubble can be enlarged or rotated.
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(5) There are four menus in text editing: 1) speech bubble, 2) font, 3) color and, 4)
setting. After typing, relocating, and resizing, touch the each menu to change
its speech bubble, font, color. Students do not need to go to setting. After
making all the changes, touch the check icon on the upper right corner.
c
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(6) Once a user touches
touch the check icon, preview would be played. While it is
played, the scene would be highlighted with orange color. The highlight
indicates length of scene that the text would be shown. Touch the check icon
on the bottom when it reaches to the scene where a user want the text stop
showing.

(7) To make more adjustment on text which were already added on video, drag the
scene and place the orange
orang highlighted part on the white bar. Then, touch the
text
xt on the screen to see adjustment menu.
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(8) To make adjustment on text,, touch pencil icon on the upper right corner of the
text box. To make adjustment on timing, hold and drag the timing bars
bar on the
scene. To finish the text editing touch check icon on the upper right corner.

Step 5. Reviewing and Sharing
(1) If a user wants to check the one that they were working on, or have finished,
they could go to studio on the main menu. Select a clip to check. It would lead
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to review page.

(2) To share a video, touch a paper plane icon on the studio page or review page.
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Lesson four
Time required
80 minutes
Objectives
Student will be able to…
•

retell a story based on their reading.

•

summarize assigned reading as a group.

•

create digital story through Toontastic.

Required Device & apps / websites
•

Computer and projector for instructor

•

iPad for each group

Main Activity
As a group, students do the jigsaw reading and discuss with a group what the
story was about. The group comes up with one story and write down brief summary
regarding the reading. Base on the summary, the group create digital story by using
Toontastic.
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Title

Content

software/

Interac-

apps

tion

Time

 Teacher explain jigsaw reading
T -> Ss

Intro
 Group the students and pass out 6 min
the reading passage.

 Students are divided into
groups of three.

 Each student receives different
reading. However as a group it
Jigsaw

is one story.

15
Ss<->Ss
min

reading
 Students read the assigned
passage.

 Teacher walk around and help
the student on their reading.

 As a group, students discuss to
Discuss and
summary

put all the story together to
summarize.

 Teacher makes sure that the
students discuss in English and

Ss<->Ss
10
min

T<->S
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provide information regarding
the reading if it is necessary.

 Teacher shows a digital story
Step by Step

made by teacher through
‘Toontastic’

5 min
Toontastic

‘Toontastic’

T -> S

 Teacher demonstrate step by
step how to make digital story
through toontastic

 As a group, student summarize
the reading through the
Toontastic.
Summary

 Each student act as one of the

through

character in the reading while

Toontastic

they are summarizing.

Ss<->Ss

15
min

 Teacher provide technical
support while the students
recording their summary

T<->Ss
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Instruction
Toontastic
Toontastic is animation making app. It is 100% free app. A user can easily make
an animation movie just by dragging and arranging. A user do not need to be
pressured to draw anything since this app provides premade animation background
characters and effects. In fact, this app targeted younger users. This app is developed
to be fun and easy so that even younger user can create their own animation. In other
word, anyone can use this app to create their own digital story. One of the greatest
feature of this app is its linear step for creating. It guides step by step to create an
animation. Every interface is intuitive. In fact, not much additional instruction are
required to create digital story.
One drawback of this app would be the recording narration. While recording
narration, a user need to move the characters around to make motion. Students might
not be able to read a script while recording because they are speaking and making
motions at the same time. It might be confusing at first time. However, since students
cannot read the script, their language might be more authentic. The other drawback is
that it is only available on app store. It does not have android version. An institution
needs to possess a few iPad which is available for students. However, it do not need to
be one iPad per one student since this lesson is group work.
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Step 1. Installing and Starting
(1) In app store search Toontastic and install it.

(2) Once the app starts, it would lead to creating process. Basically, it consists of 5
scenes: setup, conflict, challenge, climax and resolution. This would help
students to summarize the story based on structure.
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Step 2. Adding more scenes
(1) To add more scenes, touch ‘+Scenes’ icon one the bottom left corner. Add a
scene to the Story Arc by tapping it

Step 3. Create scenes
(1) Touch the scene which a user want to create. Touch the brush icon to create.
Scroll side to side to check various backgrounds. Choose a background for the
scene.
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(2) Choose
hoose characters which would be shown on the scene. There are various
characters. Scroll side to side to check various characters and tap the character
to choose. If a user finished choosing characters, tap the right arrow.

Step 4. Arranging characters
There are a few tips that a user needs to know before start animating
(1) Once a user selected all character,
character next step would be animating. Before
tapping start button, arrange the character on the screen.
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(2) Too enlarge a character, put two fingers on a character and spread the fingers.
fingers
To shrink the character, do reverse. Two fingers has to be touching the
character.

(3) To rotate a character, put two fingers on character and twist the fingers.
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Step 5. Animating
In animating state, students need to speak while moving the characters. In the
lesson, students would need to decide each student’s role in the recording. For
instance, one student take charge of the male character’s moving, another student
records the narration, and the last student controls the female character and vehicle.
(1) To animate the scene, tap ‘Start’ on the top. Once the button is tapped, voice
and movement of characters would be recorded. Thus, start speaking and
moving.

(2) Once the animating is over, tap ‘Stop’ on the top. It would automatically play
the recorded animation. If a user satisfies with the animation, a user can tap
right arrow to save the scene. Otherwise, tap start again to rerecord.
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(3) Select the music to set a tone.

(4) One by one, create the scenes. In fact, a user do not have to fill out all the
scenes. Once it is done, tap ‘Done’.
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(5) Type in information. To share the video clip, tap the check box next to “Export
to Camera Roll” To finish all creating process, tap the big check icon.

Step 6. Sharing.
Toontastic do not support direct sharing. It should be exported to camera roll.
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(1) Tap photos in iPad. Find the movie clip. A user can share it through email, or
other method.

Lesson five
Time required
80 minutes
Objectives
Student will be able to…
•

introduce their school facilities to foreign students.

•

brain storm for the project as a group through ‘SimpleMind’ app.

Required Device & apps / websites
•

Computer, projector, usb to HTML connector for instructor

•

Smartphone for each students

•

SimpleMind, Google drive

Main Activity
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As a group, students make a digital story that introducing their school facilities
to foreign students. In fact, the students present how to exploit the school facilities. In
lesson five, the students brainstorm during the class on what they will present. They
need to discuss to select three facilities and how to introduce the facilities. After their
discussion, they gather image or video clip to google drive for the digital story.
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InteracTitle

Content

Time

apps
tion

 Teacher shows video clip that
introducing a school. (It would
be better if the video clip is
T -> Ss

introducing students’ school)
Intro
 Discuss how the video was.
 Teacher explains their mid term

15
T<->Ss
min

project ‘introducing video for
their school’

 Teacher brainstorms regarding
Introducing

introducing school with
students.

15

Simple

min

Mind

T<->Ss

brainstorm
app

 Teacher show how to use
brainstorming app
‘SimpleMind’
 As a group, students discuss

Discussion
&

which school facilities they will
introduce and how they will
deliver the story.

15
min
Ss<->Ss

Brainstorm
 A group create mind map for
their brainstorming and
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uploading on the google drive.

 Teacher makes sure that the
T<->S

students discuss in English.
Present
brainstorm

 Each group presents their
brainstorming map.

15
Ss<->Ss
min

 Each group makes folders
under classroom google drive
folder.

20
Google

Gathering
pictures

 Students gather a picture to use.
 Each group goes to the facility
to take pictures and videos if it
is necessary.

Assignment

 Gather the pictures and videos
for the digital story.

min

T -> S
drive
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Lesson six
Time required
80 minutes
Objectives

•
•

Student will be able to…
introduce their school facilities to foreign students.
create the digital story through VivaVideo.

Required Device & apps / websites
• Computer, projector, usb to HTML connector for instructor
• Smartphone for each students
Main Activity
As a group, students make a digital story that introducing their school facilities
to foreign students. The students present how to exploit the school facilities. In lesson
six, the students work on their video during the class. They write down their script,
record their narration, and arrange the videos and pictures. At the end of the class,
they present their video.
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InteracTitle

Content

Time

apps
tion

 Teacher ask each group how is
Intro

the project going. Teacher ask
if there are any challenge.

10
T <-> Ss
min

 Teacher provide new tip to add
New tips
with

music through VivaVideo so
that students can add their
narration.

10
VivaVideo T<->Ss
min

VivaVideo
 Teacher present another tip to
include pictures in their video.

 As a group, students write
down the script for the
Write down
script

narration.

 Teacher checks around the

Ss<->Ss
15
min
T<->Ss

class provide feedback to the
writing
 Each group recording their

Ss<->Ss

narration while providing
Record

feedback each other.

15
min

narration
 Teacher checks around the
class provide feedback on

Best Voice T<->S
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Recorder

intonation and pronunciation.

Finish their
digital story

Presentation

 Each group finish their digital

VivaVideo Ss<->Ss

story through VivaVideo

 Two groups present their video
to classmates

Assignment

20

 Each group uploads their
digital story on class website

10
Ss<->Ss
min
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Lesson seven
Time required
80 minutes
Objectives
Student will be able to…
•

summarize what they listen.

•

create the digital story which summarizing their listening through Toontastic.

Required Device & apps / websites
•

Computer, projector, usb to HTML connector for instructor

•

iPad to each group

Main Activity
As a group, students listen to three CNN news that delivering current issues.
Students take note for discussion and summarization. Students discuss what the news
was about, their opinion on it. After their discussion, each group write down narration
for digital story. Students create digital story based on their narration through
Toontastic.
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InteracTitle

Content

Time

apps
tion

 Teacher plays one listening file.
 Teacher asks student what the
key words from the listening.

15
T <-> Ss

Intro
 Teacher demonstrates the note

min

taking by typing the keywords
on the screen while playing the
previous file once more.
 Students listen to the three
different CNN new files and
take note.
10

Listening
 Teacher walks around and

T<->Ss

min

check how the students are
taking note.

 Students discuss what the new
Discussion

was about and their opinion
about the issue

10
Ss<->Ss
min

 As a group, students write
Write down
script

down the script for the
narration.

Ss<->Ss
10
min
T<->Ss

 Teacher checks around the
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class provide feedback to the
writing

 Create digital story based on
Ss<->Ss

their writing through
Creating
digital story

Toontastic.

 Teacher walks around the class

20
min

Toontastic
T<->S

and provide technical support
and feedback.

Presentation

 Each group present their digital

15

story to the class
min

Ss<->Ss
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Lesson eight
Time required
80 minutes
Objectives
Student will be able to…
•

Be an interviewer in English.

•

Be an interviewee in English.

•

Assess their English interview through their mock interview video.

Required Device & apps / websites
•

Computer, projector, usb to HTML connector for instructor

•

Smartphone for each students

•

YouTube, Camera app

Main Activity
As a group of four, students carryout mock interview. They take turns to be
interviewers, an interviewee, and camera man for recording. Thus, there would be one
camera man, one interviewee, and two interviewers. Frequently asked interview
questions and check lists for interviewers are provided by teacher. Interviewers
randomly asks 6 questions among the questions. Based on the check list, interviewers
assess the interviewee. Interviewee set the setting before they start an interview such
as what company, position, and field. The setting would be better if it is the student’s
actual dream job and position. For instance, the setting could be a manger position of
Samsung smartphone marketing team. After all the interview, students review
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recorded video together, and provide feedback to each other.

InteracTitle

Content

Time

apps
tion

 Teacher shows “Top 5 Job
Interview Tips”
https://youtu.be/qSylCmes5dw

 Teacher asks students what the
5 tips from the listening.
15
Intro

 Teacher asks students what else

YouTube

T <-> Ss

min

would be important in job
interview and why.
 Teacher also asks students what
would be important to be a
good interviewer.

 Teacher explain what the

T<->Ss

student will do today (mock
interview).
Preparing
interview

 Teacher distribute question
sheet and check lists. Then,

15
min

Teacher go through some
questions with students

S<->S
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 A student prepare for their
interview setting. (their dream
job

 As a group of four, they set
their turn to be an interviewee,
interviewers, and recorder.
30

Interview
and record

 Students carry out interviews

Camera
Ss<->Ss

min

app

and record.
 Teacher checks with students if
they need help or not.

 After the interview, students
Feedback

provide feedback each other
based recording and checklists

20
Ss<->Ss
min

 Each student record a respond
regarding their own interview
through VivaVideo.
Assignment
 Their respond should include
what was their strength and
what has to be improved. For

VivaVideo
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instance, I am have great hand
gestures, but I need to improve
intonation in a sentence.
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Lesson nine
Time required
80 minutes
Objectives
Student will be able to…
•

introduce their culture to foreigners in English.

•

select five cultural factors to introduce such as five hand gestures, five
politeness expressions, or five history events that influenced current Korean
society.

•

recognized and respect cultural difference.

Required Device & apps / websites
•

Computer, projector, usb to HTML connector for instructor

•

Smartphone for each students

Main Activity
In lesson 9 and 10, as a final project, students make digital story that introduce
Korean culture to foreigners. In lesson 9, students recognize cultural difference by
watching YouTube video “American Hand Gestures in Different Cultures” As a group
of three, students brainstorming what culture to introduce. If they finishes their
discussion early, they start to gather pictures or record video for the digital story. They
select 5 factors to introduce. After their discussion, each group present their brain
storm. Students adjust their topic if their topic is overlaps to other group.
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InteracTitle

Content

Time

apps
tion

 Teacher shows video clip
“American Hand Gestures in
Different Cultures”

 Teacher asks students if there
are other hand gestures has
different meaning in other

T -> Ss

culture and discuss on cultural
Intro

difference.
 Teacher explains their final

20

YouTube

min
T<->Ss

project ‘Introducing culture to
foreigners’
 To give students example,
teacher shows “Korean Culture:
Bowing, Men holding Hands
And Play Fighting”
https://youtu.be/3iP0mld5eTk
 As a group of three students
brainstorms regarding what
Discussion

Simple
Ss<->Ss

they will introduce.

Mind
20

 Students select 5 factors to
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introduce. It can be historical

min

event, politeness, body
language.

 Teacher makes sure that
T<->Ss

students discuss in English and
provides examples.
 Each group present their
Present

brainstorming map.

20
Ss<->Ss

brainstorm

 Each group make adjustment if

min

they overlap too much.
 Each group conducts research
Gathering
source

on their culture that they will
introduce
 Students gather their sources
such as videos or pictures.

Assignment

 Students gather more sources
for their digital story.

20
Ss<->Ss
min
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Lesson ten
Time required
80 minutes
Objectives
Student will be able to…
•

introduce their culture to foreigners in English.

•

write down script for their digital story

•

finalize their final video

Required Device & apps / websites
•

Computer, projector, usb to HTML connector for instructor

•

Smartphone for each students

Main Activity
In lesson 9 and 10, as a final project, students make digital story that introduce
Korean culture to foreigners. In lesson 10, students write down a script for the digital
story. They record their narration. The narration should be distributed evenly among
the group members. Finalize their video. Students present the project. If a group could
not finalize their video, they present what they have made so far.
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InteracTitle

Content

Time

apps
tion

T -> Ss

 Teacher shows video clip
“Things you didn’t know about
Korean culture”
https://youtu.be/crqI1ej6k64
10

Intro
 Teacher asks students what

min

they think about the movie and

T<->Ss

if there are factors that are not
true about Korean culture.

 As a group, students write
down the script for the
narration.
Write down

 If the group finishes writing,

script &

practice narration and provide

practice

feedback each other.

Ss<->Ss
15
min
T<->Ss

 Teacher checks around the
class provide feedback to the
writing
Record
narration

 Each group recording their
narration.

15
min

Ss<->Ss
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 Teacher checks around the
class provide feedback on

T<->S

intonation and pronunciation.

Finish the
digital story

Present

 Each group finishes their
digital story

 Each group present their digital
story

Assignment

 Each group upload their final
project on class website.

20
Ss<->Ss
min

20
Ss<->Ss
min
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
There are two difficulties regarding incorporating digital storytelling in English
class. The first one is that digital storytelling is a relatively new field, especially in
English language teaching and learning. There is not much research or teacher’s
handbook that include lessons to adapt. The second difficulty would be that many
teachers lack technological skills regarding creating digital story. Teacher training
programs or conferences would be helpful to solve the second difficulty. However, not
many teacher training programs or conferences are exist about this topic.
To solve such difficulties, I proposed EFL teachers of university students in
South Korea need to have a firm grasp on how to apply technology in their
classrooms, specifically how to adapt digital storytelling. Teachers could adapt the
lessons plans to their English class to teach reading, listening, writing, and speaking
skills. Furthermore, by following step-by-step instructions, teachers would be able to
develop their technological skills. On the other hand, in the process of making digital
stories, students would develop their language skills, especially writing and speaking.
This project not only provides guidance to teachers on how to incorporate digital
storytelling but also boosts their confidence in using technology in the EFL classroom.
Recommendations
The curriculum and lesson plans are designed to be adapted. A teacher can
adjust the procedure of making a digital story. A teacher also can decide to give
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making digital story as an assignment to students while let the students discuss and
brainstorming in the class. However, there are a few thing that teacher need to keep in
mind. Digital storytelling activity is more focused on writing and speaking skills
rather than reading and listening. Teacher need to be aware of that memorizing
narration for recording is not speaking activity. On the other hand, discussing with
other group members to create a digital story and practicing narration to develop their
intonation, stress, or pronunciation is speaking activities.
All the apps that has been introduced in this field project are the best free tools
for digital storytelling activity. However, not all the functions were able to be
introduced in this project because of its limited space. Especially, VivaVideo has a lot
more functions that could be explored. Video tutorials for most of the apps can be
found on YouTube.
For future development, I recommend to include audacity for recording
software. The apps which has been introduces in this project allow students to add
only one mp3 file. In that case, the mp3 file is the narration. Therefore, it is not
possible to add a music to set a mood. However, audacity enable students to combine
background music to their narration. The music would enhance the digital story by
setting the mood.
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APENDIXES

Appendix A: Reading Material for Reading Lesson
Reading material
Reading One
James was a student at University of San Francisco. He was heading to the library for a
meeting. He was going to meet his classmates for group project. The group members were
Jack, Andy, Kimberly and James. The project was for his economic 201 class. While he was
walking toward library, he heard loud ambulance sound. He turned around and checked the
street where the sound was coming from. There were group of people gathered on the street.
Some of them were look pale. Among them, he could barely see a person sitting on the
ground covered with blood. Out of curiosity, James walked to the street to find out what
happened. He had about 5 minutes before the meeting. When he arrive to the site, police
officers was blocking people from the site. James asked a man near “What happened?”
Reading Two
“Oh! My God! I should’ve just walked!” Kimberly hit the handle nervously. She was
so mad because of traffic jam. She was on the way to her meeting. She left home at 7:20 pm.
It was almost 8:15 pm. She was supposed to be at the meeting by now. In fact, the meeting
started at 8:00 pm. She was near the meeting place. However, there was terrible traffic jam on
the street. “Gosh! It’s been 20 minutes! Come on! Move!” Cars were not moving. She took
out her phone and made phone call. “Come on Jack, answer the phone, please!” After a while,
she threw her phone away. “Oh! Well! Now! We are moving. What was going on, up there?”
She took left and looking for a parking space. The phone was ringing. It was James.

Reading Three
“Jack! Jack! Are you okay? Andy was shaking Jack who was covered with blood. Jack
did not respond. “Someone, please, call 911” Andy shouted. “I am calling!” Some woman
shouted. “Jack! Can you hear me? Can you see me? recognize me?” Andy was keep asking
and shaking Jack. “Sir! Let him just lay down. Don’t shake him hard. It might heart him
more!” The woman who was calling 911 shouted again. About 5 minutes later, police officers
arrived at the site. They were looking for witnesses. Andy told them what he saw. “We were
waiting for signal to cross road. Suddenly, Jack fell off to the ground. When he was falling,
the car hit him and he flew out a few meters.” Andy took Jack’s backpack when paramedics
was moving Jack. In the backpack, phone was continuously ringing and ringing.

Appendix B: Interview Questions
Basic Interview Questions:
•

Tell me about yourself.

•

What are your strengths?

•

What are your weaknesses?

•

Why do you want this job?

•

Where would you like to be in your career five years from now?

•

What's your ideal company?

•

Why should we hire you?

•

What can you do for us that other candidates can't?

•

Why are you leaving your present job?

•

What do you know about this industry?

•

What do you know about our company?

•

Are you willing to relocate?

Behavioral Interview Questions:
•

Can you describe a time when your work was criticized?

•

Have you ever been on a team where someone was not pulling their own weight?
How did you handle it?

•

Tell me about a time when you had to give someone difficult feedback. How did you
handle it?

•

What is your greatest failure, and what did you learn from it?

•

What irritates you about other people, and how do you deal with it?

•

What was the most difficult period in your life, and how did you deal with it?

•

Give me an example of a time you did something wrong. How did you handle it?

•

If you found out your company was doing something against the law, like fraud, what
would you do?

•

What assignment was too difficult for you, and how did you resolve the issue?

•

What's the most difficult decision you've made in the last two years and how did you
come to that decision?

Career Development Questions:
•

What are you looking for in terms of career development?

•

How do you want to improve yourself in the next year?

•

What kind of goals would you have in mind if you got this job?

More about You:
•

How would you describe your work style?

•

What would be your ideal working environment?

•

What do you look for in terms of culture -- structured or entrepreneurial?

•

Give examples of ideas you've had or implemented.

•

What techniques and tools do you use to keep yourself organized?

•

If you had to choose one, would you consider yourself a big-picture person or a detailoriented person?
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Appendix C: Checklist

Week  Moderate Strong
Interviewee…
shows confidence
delivers information clearly
speaks accurate English
speaks fluent English
uses appropriate body gestures
makes appropriate eye contact
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